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Galaxy
Micro USB

Galaxy
Galaxy before
connecting them to a power source. The external power
source will fully charge the Galaxy first, then recharge
the case.

Quick Charge Capable
Galaxy S6
Galaxy S6

User’s Manual

ZVOLTZ

The battery case will work with Qualcomm Quick Charge
2.0, however it will require the use of a Quick Charge 2.0
charger. The battery case by itself will only charge the
phone at 5V/2.1A max.

Galaxy

LED Indicator
Press and hold the power button to turn the case ON.
Once powered ON the LED indicator located on the back
of the case will display remaining power levels.
To check remaining power levels while the case is
equipped, simply press the button and the LED indicator
will show current power levels.
The LED Indicator will automatically shut off after 10
seconds. Power levels and their corresponding % are
shown below.
LED Indicator
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Question

The battery case supports sync-through technology. This
means that you can sync your Galaxy to a computer
without having to take the battery case off. Simply plug
the microUSB cable into the phone and the other end
into the computer’s USB slot. Synchronization will begin
immediately.

Need Help?
Contact us at zvoltz2014@gmail.com

Answer

The Galaxy &
battery case do
not charge
together
The case does not
charge the phone

Check to see if the connection
is secure. Make sure the
battery case has power.

Does this battery
case support
Quick Charge 2.0?

Yes, the battery case supports
Quick Charge for Samsung.
For more details, see Quickcharge capable section.
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